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DETENTION
Yes, I have been detained twice at Masanjia (Liaoning, China) correctional facility for 5
years 3 months. The first time was from 1 January 2002 to January 2005 (3 years); the
second time was from August 2008 to November 2011 (2 years 3 months).

TESTIMONY
Xin Shu Hua, a fellow Falun Gong practitioner who came from the same area as I (near a
river), who was detained together with me, told me that she had gone through many
rounds of torture from 2002 to 2004 but refused to renounce her faith in “truthfulness,
compassion and forbearance”, until finally the political commissar of Masanjia, Wang Nai
Min, said, “You cultivate compassion, right? Why don’t you donate your heart then?” Xin
Shu Hua said, “I have to live in order to cultivate.” Wang Nai Min then said, “This is not up
to you, I will send you to Su Jia Tun”. The wicked policeman then called Su Jia Tun
hospital. The person at the hospital said a vehicle would be dispatched to fetch her at 9
pm that night. In the end, the vehicle didn’t appear. The next day, Wang Nai Min called
the hospital again, and the hospital said the vehicle would arrive in the afternoon. But the
vehicle didn’t turn up that day either. The third day, he called again and waited but the
vehicle still didn’t turn up. In the end, the matter was set aside.

BLOOD TESTS
In the afternoon on 12 May 2008, around 200 Falun Gong practitioners from the first and
second divisions of Masanjia, were all called to have their blood tested. At that time, I
refused, because on 8 March 2006, the overseas media had exposed the systematic forced
live organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners, thus I knew that they needed to conduct
blood tests as part of the organ harvesting process. But at the end, I was forced on the
bed by 9 policemen and had 5 ml of blood drawn from me. From my 30 years of
experience as a nurse doing medical examinations, I know that when conducting
biochemical tests, only 2 ml of blood are required to conduct tests for liver and kidney
functions, yet they drew 5 ml from me, which means that they must have other tests to be
carried out.

TORTURE
I was tortured twice. Once was the “diagonal hanging”, I was positioned between two iron
beds, my arms were handcuffed to the beds – one was handcuffed to the upper bed while
the other was handcuffed to the lower bed, and I was stretched tight. I could neither
stand or squat for 16 hours. The second time was the “large stretch” when I was stretched
for 23 hours – my body was stretched from the head of the bed almost to the end of the
bed, my mouth was sealed with tape, my ankles and knees were bound by cloth belts, and
both hands were handcuffed separately to the end of the bed (this was reported on
Minghui). Those who tortured me: camp head Yang Jian, division leader Wang Xiao Feng,
Zhang Chun Guang, officer Zhai Yan Hui, and captain Chen Qiu Mei. Reason was because
of the signature on the admission-of-guilt form.

